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In recent years, the fringe projection profilometry (FPP) technique has shown great prospects in the field of
dynamic 3D measurement of microscopic surface shape. However, under dynamic conditions, it is desirable
to use fewer projected patterns to minimize the sensitivity to motion. The commonly used phase-shifting method
needs at least three fringe patterns to retrieve the wrapped phase, which depends heavily on the high-speed hard-
ware to alleviate the effect of motion. Besides, to achieve an unambiguous measurement, at least two wrapped
phase maps are required to obtain the absolute phase map, resulting in six pattern projections. In this paper, we
propose the marker-embedded Fourier transform profilometry (MEFTP), which extends the modified Fourier
transform profilometry with two embedded markers suited to assist the phase-unwrapping process. Combining
the embedded markers with temporal phase difference information, the absolute phase can be reliably recon-
structed with only two projected patterns. Furthermore, since the phase information is only encoded within
a single high-frequency fringe, MEFTP is more suitable for measuring fast-moving or surface-changing objects
compared with the phase-shifting method. Experiments on both static and dynamic scenes are performed,
verifying that our method can achieve an accurate and robust measurement of a vibrating diaphragm at the
speed of 200 frames per second. © 2018 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (120.5050) Phase measurement; (150.6910) Three-dimensional sensing; (330.1400) Vision - binocular and stereopsis.

https://doi.org/10.1364/AO.57.000772

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, mechanical testing of materials and structures in
micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) plays an important
role towards the achievement of optimal designs. In the mean-
time, dynamic profilometry is of great importance when ana-
lyzing the behavior of micro-scale products, like the motion-
versus-drive signal and shape changes during actuation. As a
classic 3D shape measurement technique, fringe projection
profilometry (FPP) has been widely used in surface profiling
of macro-scale objects for its advantages of flexibility, non-con-
tactness, and high accuracy [1]. Recent progress in high-speed-
camera and digital-projection technology is currently enabling
the use of FPP under time-critical, e.g. dynamic, real-time con-
ditions [2–6]. On the other hand, high-speed, real-time mea-

surement of the 3D topography of the microscopic specimen
is also becoming increasingly important in various fields, such
as online inspection and quality control. In our recent work,
a stereomicroscope arrangement is extended to 3D micro-
profilometer based on the fringe projection technique [7].
By using a digital micromirror device (DMD)-based digital
projector as the fringe-generating element, it is convenient
to generate customized structured fringe patterns for 3D shape
reconstruction.

When applying FPP in the measurement of dynamic scenes,
it is necessary to reduce the measurement time as well as image-
acquisition number to minimize the motion-induced measure-
ment error. The commonly used phase-shifting method needs
at least three phase-shifted sinusoidal fringe patterns to retrieve
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the wrapped phase, which represents the originally projected
phase modulo 2π. The inherent phase ambiguity further
requires temporal phase unwrapping using a large number
of additional patterns [8,9], which greatly limits the application
of phase shifting in time-critical conditions. In order to achieve
high-speed measurement and reduce the effect of motion, high-
speed hardware, like digital light processing (DLP) projectors
and high-speed cameras, are usually required. By combining
the binary projection techniques with lens defocusing
[10,11], the fringe projection speed can be increased to kilo-
hertz (kHz) or even tens of kHz [12].

Compared with the phase-shifting method, Fourier trans-
form profilometry (FTP) can retrieve 3D information using
only one or two images [2,13,14], which is more suitable
for dynamic measurement. Nevertheless, the absolute or un-
wrapped phase value cannot be directly obtained through
phase-shifting FPP or FTP because the phase value derived
from both methods is wrapped in �−π; π�. To acquire the
continuous phase map from a wrapped phase map, spatial
phase-unwrapping methods can be applied without requiring
additional information [15–17]. However, since these methods
are based on only the phase information of spatial neighboring
pixels with no reference phase value, they cannot determine the
period numbers and the absolute phase range correctly and
unambiguously. In other words, it can only yield a continuous
(but not “absolute”) phase that is relative to one point, which is
usually the starting point of the phase-unwrapping algorithm
with its absolute phase value remaining undetermined. In order
to determine the absolute phase without projecting an addi-
tional pattern, one can embed an easily distinguishable marker
with known absolute phase value into the pre-coded fringe pat-
tern [18,19]. Once the marker is detected, the absolute phase
can be obtained by shifting the whole phase map with respect
to the marker point phase. However, the correct detection rate
of the marker is strongly sensitive to the intensity change of the
image caused by various degradations during image capture,
e.g., deformation, resampling, attenuation, defocus, and surface
reflectivity variations. A misjudgment or erroneous judgment
of marker position will lead to a total failure in phase unwrap-
ping, resulting in an erroneous and unstable 3D reconstruction.

In this paper, we propose the marker-embedded Fourier
transform profilometry (MEFTP), which extends the modified
FTP with two embedded markers suited to assist the phase-
unwrapping process and improve the robustness of absolute
phase retrieval. The two markers are designed in a cross shape
but with opposite intensity distributions. They are complemen-
tary in the two patterns and can be effectively canceled during
the phase calculation. In the absolute phase recovering process,
the detected positions of the two markers are used to determine
the fringe orders. When the detected two markers provide the
same fringe orders that need to be compensated for, the phase
unwrapping is considered reliable. However, when the derived
fringe orders are different, we introduce temporal phase differ-
ence information to help confirm the fringe orders, which is
based on the reasonable assumption that the phase values be-
tween two consecutive frames only vary in a very small range.
By combining the two embedded markers with temporal phase
difference information, the absolute phase can be reliably

reconstructed with only two projected patterns. In the experi-
ments, the measurement uncertainty in depth is verified by
measuring a ceramics plate, which has a root-mean-square error
(RMSE) value of 3.4 μm. The dynamic 3D measurements of a
vibrating diaphragm using phase-shifting FPP and MEFTP are
also presented, verifying that our method is much less sensitive
to motion compared with the phase-shifting method.

2. MODIFIED FTP

FTP was first introduced by Takeda et al. for fringe-pattern
analysis [20]. In FTP, usually a high-frequency fringe pat-
tern is projected onto the object surface, and the fringe pattern
designed in the projector space can be expressed as

I p�xp; yp� � ap � bp cos�2πf pxp�; (1)

where ap is the average value, bp is the amplitude, �xp; yp� is the
projector’s coordinate, and f p is the frequency of the sinusoidal
fringe. Without loss of generality, here we assume that the
fringes are oriented perpendicular to the xp axis, which will
be used when triangulating with the camera. The pattern is sent
to the projector and then projected onto the object. The
projected fringe pattern combined with the ambient light is
modulated and reflected by the object. The captured image
in FTP then can be expressed as

I c�xc; yc� � ac�xc; yc� � bc�xc; yc� cos�Φ�xc; yc��; (2)

where �xc ; yc� is the pixel coordinate of the camera, and ac and
bc are the background intensity and the modulation of the
fringe, respectively. Φ�xc; yc� � 2π�f 0xc� � ϕ�xc; yc�. f 0 is
the carrier frequency of the captured fringe image, and ϕ is
the modulated phase, which is the key factor containing the
3D information of measured objects. Using Euler’s formula,
we can simplify Eq. (2) as the following exponential form:

I c � ac �
bc
2
�exp�iΦ� � exp�−iΦ��: (3)

The 2D Fourier transform of Eq. (3) is

G�f x ; f y� � A�f x ; f y� � B�f x ; f y� � B��−f x ; −f y�; (4)

where G�f x ; f y�, A�f x ; f y�, and B�f x; f y� are the Fourier
transforms of I c, ac , and �bc∕2� exp�iΦ�, respectively.
B��f x ; f y� is the complex conjugate of B�f x ; f y�. The
Fourier shift theorem indicates that multiplying a carrier phase
factor in spatial domain is equivalent to a translation of the
signal spectrum in the frequency domain, so the three terms
are separated to certain extent in the Fourier domain, as shown
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

In conventional FTP, ac , bc , and ϕ are assumed to vary
slowly compared with the carrier frequency so that a band-pass
filter can be applied to extract the primary order of spectrum
part B�f x ; f y�. However, conventional FTP has its limitation
when measuring complex objects because the primary spectral
component B�f x ; f y� in Eq. (4) may be overlapped by the
zero-frequency term A�f x; f y�, as shown in Fig. 1(b), espe-
cially when the fringe’s carrier frequency is not high enough.
To alleviate the spectrum overlapping problem, the π-shift
FTP method was proposed [21,22] to effectively suppress
the zero order by projecting an additional π-shift sinusoidal
fringe image,
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Iπ�xc; yc� � ac�xc; yc� � bc�xc ; yc� cos�Φ�xc; yc� � π�: (5)

By taking the difference between I c�xc ; yc� and I π�xc; yc�,
the fundamental frequency information is doubled with the
zero-frequency term being effectively canceled,

I d � I c − I π � bc �exp�iΦ� � exp�−iΦ��: (6)

The 2D spectrum of I d is as shown in Fig. 1(c), which only
contains the 	1 orders of the primary spectrum parts. In this
form, the wanted primary orders of the spectrum part can be
much easier to be filtered out by a band-pass filter. Applying the
inverse Fourier transform to the extracted 2B�f x ; f y�, we can
obtain the complex field with the phase componentΦ included
as

I inv � bc exp�iΦ�: (7)

Note that the quality of the derived fringe represented by
Eq. (7) can be further improved using denoising algorithms
such as windowed Fourier transform (WFT) [23]. The
wrapped phase corresponding to Φ can be extracted by

Φw � arctan
Im�I inv�
Re�I inv�

: (8)

However, the π-shift method is very sensitive to motion be-
cause the phase information is encoded in two sinusoidal
fringes and thus the ripples will be inevitably introduced into
the 3D result when measuring a dynamic scene. To address this
problem, modified FTP [18] was developed by projecting an-
other pattern with uniform intensity distribution �I0�xp; yp� �
ap� instead of the π-shift fringe pattern. The corresponding
captured intensity of this pattern directly gives the background
intensity

I 0�xc; yc� � ac�xc ; yc�: (9)

By taking the difference between I c and I 0, the zero-
frequency term can also be effectively removed,

I 0d � I c − I0 �
bc
2
�exp�iΦ� � exp�−iΦ��: (10)

In this form, the wrapped phase Φw can also be obtained
using Eq. (8) after getting the inverse Fourier transform of
the primary spectrum. By using modified FTP, the sensitivity
to motion is much smaller compared with π-shift FTP because
only one fringe image contains phase information. However,
FTP methods cannot provide an absolute phase map that is
used to derive quantitative height information. In our proposed
technique, we extend the modified FTP by embedding spe-
cially designed markers to assist the absolute phase-unwrapping
process. This will be detailed in the next section.

3. ABSOLUTE PHASE RETRIEVAL BASED ON
MEFTP

When using the FTP-based algorithms described in Section 2
for phase measurement, the acquired phase map is wrapped
within its principal values ranging between −π and π, which
means the fringe order information is lost. In order to recover
the fringe orders and obtain the absolute phase map of the
surface, a phase-unwrapping process has to be performed. In
general, for smooth and continuous surfaces, the 2π phase
wraps can be removed by using a spatial phase-unwrapping al-
gorithm. However, the conventional spatial phase-unwrapping
algorithm, for example, the quality-guided phase unwrapping
[15], starts from the highest-fringe-quality pixel and uses it as
the phase reference point, then goes on to the lower quality
ones following a path guided by the fringe quality. However,
since the fringe order of this starting point (or reference point)
is still unknown, there is no guarantee that the spatially un-
wrapped phase map Φ 0 could coincide with the absolute phase
map Φ. As the absolute phase map is directly related to depth
information and used during the calibration stage, we have to
compensate for the difference between the spatially unwrapped
phase Φ 0 and the true absolute phase Φ in order to retrieve the
depth information correctly by

Φ � Φ 0 � n × 2π: (11)

Here, n is the unknown fringe order number that should be
further compensated. Researchers have come up with ideas that
embed a marker in the fringe pattern to adjust the relative
fringe order n to be absolute [18,24–26]. For example, Guo
and Huang [18] proposed to use a fringe pattern I 0p�xp; yp�
and a flat pattern I 00�xp; yp� with a cross-shaped marker
embedded as shown in Fig. 2(b). The central coordinate of
the cross marker corresponds to a fixed absolute phase value
Φm. The corresponding pixels in the fringe pattern

Fig. 2. Fringe patterns of one embedded marker. (a) Embedded
marker in the fringe pattern; (b) embedded marker in the flat pattern;
(c) the difference between the fringe pattern and the flat pattern.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1. Spectrum comparison of conventional FTP and π-shift
FTP. (a) Spectrum of a raw fringe image from conventional FTP;
(b) magnified spectrum of the central part in (a); (c) spectrum after
subtracting the π shift image from the original image; (d) magnified
spectrum of the central part in (c).
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I 0p�xp; yp� are replaced by constant intensity as shown in Fig. 2
(a). When subtracting Fig. 2(b) from Fig. 2(a), the result only
contains the sinusoidal component as shown in Fig. 2(c).

The marker-embedded patterns I 0p�xP; yP� and I 00�xP; yP�
are projected in sequence, and the corresponding fringe image
and flat image are captured. Then the marker is detected in the
flat image by using template matching with the same intensity
distribution as the marker. The phase value at the marker’s
center is extracted as Φ 0

m after getting the unwrapping phase
map. At last, the relative fringe order n is obtained by

n � round�Φm −Φ 0
m�∕2π; (12)

where round is the nearest integer returned function. This
marker-embedded method facilitates the retrieval of the
absolute phase map from only two images based on FTP
analysis, which improves the measurement accuracy while
preserving its potential measurement speed.

Working under most conditions, this method could
encounter problems when measuring dynamic scenes because
the projected marker may shift to an irregular area and be
distorted heavily, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In this case, there
is a serious risk that the marker cannot be correctly detected,
which will destroy the whole 3D reconstruction. To solve this
problem, we propose the MEFTP technique to compensate for
the phase difference by embedding two specially designed
markers instead of only one. The second marker is designed
to have a total opposite intensity distribution compared to
the first one, making both of these two markers easily distin-
guishable and detectable, as is shown in Fig. 4(b). Similarly, by
subtracting Fig. 4(b) from Fig. 4(a), the marker can also be
canceled as shown in Fig. 4(c). The two markers are preset
at two locations in the projector space, denoting two predefined
absolute phase values Φm1

and Φm2
. A marker removal example

measuring an earphone diaphragm is shown in Fig. 5. After
subtracting Fig. 5(b) from Fig. 5(a), both the background bias
and the markers are removed without changing the fringe
information, which can be seen in Fig. 5(c).

Even though the two-marker scheme can provide a double
proofed relative fringe order, there is still a limited chance that
the two markers give contradictory estimates. To further secure
the fringe order compensation process, we also exploit the phase
difference information along the temporal axis. For high-speed
imaging conditions, the time interval between the consecutive
frames is usually small so that the phase difference between two
adjacent measurements is typically less than π. This assumption
is utilized to further confirm the fringe order only when the two
markers give inconsistent relative fringe order estimates. The
flowchart of the whole method is shown in Fig. 6. First, the

wrapped phase Φw is calculated using Eq. (8), and then the
quality-guided phase-unwrapping algorithm is applied to get
the initial continuous phase map Φ 0. The phase values of
the extracted markers’ positions are noted as Φ 0

m1
and Φ 0

m2
,

respectively. The absolute phase map Φ can be obtained by
adding n × 2π to Φ 0, where n is derived by comparing
(Φ 0

m1
, Φ 0

m2
) and (Φm1

, Φm2
). Specifically, the comparison starts

with getting

n1 � round��Φm1
−Φ 0

m1
�∕2π�; (13)

n2 � round��Φm2
−Φ 0

m2
�∕2π�: (14)

If n1 � n2, it means both the two markers are correctly
detected, and thus n � n1 (or n2). We then get Φ by
Eq. (11) as represented by the green line in Fig. 6.
However, in case that n1 ≠ n2, which means the derived fringe
orders from the two markers are different, we introduce the
temporal phase difference information to help conform the
fringe orders. Because the frame rate of the camera is very high,
the time interval between two captured frames is small, so the
phase difference of each pixel at two neighboring moments
would be less than π based on the reasonable assumption that
the captured images do not change dramatically. Assume Φl is
the last derived true absolute phase map of the scene, so we can
use the relation Φ ∈ �Φl − π;Φl � π�. Then we can get

n 0 � round�average�Φl −Φ 0�∕2π� (15)

as a reference to figure out which maker is correctly detected. If
n 0 � n1 (or n2), which means one of the markers is correctly

Fig. 3. Illustration of marker shift to an irregular area. (a) Example
of a detectable marker in a regular area; (b) example of a deformed
marker in an irregular area.

Fig. 4. Fringe patterns of the other embedded marker.
(a) Embedded marker in the fringe pattern; (b) embedded marker
in the flat pattern; (c) the difference between the fringe pattern
and the flat pattern.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Marker removal example measuring an earphone diaphragm.
(a) Marker-embedded fringe pattern and the magnified marker details;
(b) marker-embedded flat image and the magnified marker details;
(c) the fringe after subtraction and the magnified marker details.
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detected, we can also get Φ by Eq. (11) as represented by the
green line in Fig. 6. However, if n 0 ≠ n1 (and n2), this means
none of the markers are incorrectly detected. In this case, we
use n 0 directly to get Φ, following the red line in Fig. 6. It
should be noted that because the spatial phase unwrapping
can only cope with smooth phase distribution defined in a sim-
ply connected region, our method may fail in cases when the
measured scene contains discontinuous surfaces or multiple
isolated objects.

4. PHASE–HEIGHT CONVERSION

The FPP-based 3D shape measurement technique is concerned
with extracting the geometry information from the images of
the measured object. The basic principle is optical triangula-
tion. The system consists of a camera and a projector arranged
in a triangulation configuration based on a stereo microscope.
The camera captures the fringe images, which are modulated by

the shape of the measured object. After getting the absolute
phase map Φ using the proposed MEFTP method, we are able
to convert the absolute phase map Φ into the depth informa-
tion base on the calibrated relation between phase and height.
In this section, we discuss the phase-to-height mapping
algorithm, which converts the absolute phase map of the object
into a dense 3D point cloud representing the object’s surface.

In order to calibrate the relation between phase and height,
we should make sure that the absolute phase map using
MEFTP has the same definition as the phase map defined
in the calibration stage, which means the system should also
be calibrated using absolute phase maps. To clearly clarify
the calibration procedure, we begin with the basic optical sys-
tem of our setup, which is illustrated in Fig. 7(a). A stereomi-
croscope is used as the basic instrument, which is composed of
two totally separate coaxial optical paths. The projector is fixed
upon the left optical path and the camera is fixed on an adapter,
which shares the other optical path by a beam splitter. The two
light paths of the stereomicroscope, combined with the camera
and the projector, constitute a triangular structure. The projec-
tor’s optical path contains not only the projector lens but also
the lenses inside one beam path of the stereomicroscope; thus
the traditional calibration method established by several general
parameters is no longer applicable [27]. Even so, for each
camera pixel �xc; yc�, we still can establish a geometric relation
between the absolute phase value Φ�xc; yc� and the depth in-
formation z�xc; yc� based on the triangulation relation
introduced above.

The geometric relation can be derived according to the co-
ordinate system of the system as shown in Fig. 7(b). O − XY Z
denotes the world coordinate system. OC − X CY CZC is the
camera coordinate system, and OP − X PY PZ P is the projector
coordinate system. oc − xcyc is defined in the camera space, and
op − xpyp is defined in the projector space. OCO 0

C andOPO 0
P are

the optical axes of the camera and the projector, respectively. H
and H 0 mean the principal points of the microscope part in the
projector’s light path, which includes the eyepiece, the tube
lenses, the zoom lenses, and the objective. For each pixel of

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the absolute phase retrieval process based on
the embedded markers.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Light path construction and the geometric relationship of the setup. (a) The basic light path in our system setup; (b) the coordinate systems
in our system setup.
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the camera, there exists a virtual line passing through its
projection center OC and the pixel itself. For example, pixel
P on the CMOS plane corresponds to a principal ray OCP,
which is reflected from point OS on the object surface and then
passes through OC. Inversely tracing this ray into the other op-
tical path, it first passes through HH 0, then the projection
center OP of the projector, and finally intersects the DMD
plane at point P 0. The absolute phase value calculated at pixel
P based on the captured images should be the same as the ab-
solute phase value predefined at P 0 in the projector space.
According to our previous work [28], the relation between
the depth z in the world coordinate and the absolute phase
Φ is modeled as

z�xc ; yc� �
m1�xc; yc�Φ�xc ; yc� � m0�xc ; yc�

n1�xc; yc�Φ�xc; yc� � 1
; (16)

where m0, m1, and n1 are constant coefficients, and note that
each camera pixel �xc; yc� has its own corresponding set of
�m0; m1; n1�. The phase–height relation is described in a non-
linear expression, which is actually determined by the non-
telecentric character of the projector’s light path. A smaller
n1 indicates a more linear relation and larger depth of field.

In order to calibrate the coefficients in Eq. (16), we need at
least three pairs of �z;Φ� for polynomial curve fitting. The cal-
ibration procedure of the phase-to-height relation is illustrated
in Fig. 8 (where m is the number of equidistant positions in the
z direction). A flat board is used here as a reference plane.
When the board is moved to a preset position z, the multi-
frequency phase-shifting method [9] is applied to calculate the
absolute phase Φ, and then a pair of �z;Φ� is obtained. In this
paper, we use 20 equally separated planes distributed within a
calibrated range of 4 mm in the z direction, which almost
covers the whole depth of the field of the stereomicroscope.
After getting 20 pairs of �z;Φ�, we can establish an overdeter-
mined set of equations with three unknowns for each camera
pixel as2
64
Φ1 −z1Φ1 1

..

. ..
. ..

.

Φm −zmΦm 1

3
75
2
4
m1

n1
m0

3
5 �

2
64
z1
..
.

zm

3
75; m � 20; (17)

which can be easily solved using the least-squares algorithm.
When all coefficients in Eq. (16) are determined, we can

use it to convert the absolute phase measurement Φ into
the depth information of the measured object.

5. EXPERIMENTS

Based on the system depicted in Fig. 7, we applied the proposed
MEFTP technique in 3D shape measurement of both static
and dynamic scenes. First, the measurement uncertainty in
depth using conventional FTP and MEFTP is compared by
measuring a ceramic plate. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) are the 2D
spectrums of the fringe images using conventional FTP and
MEFTP, respectively. Because of the elimination of the
zero-frequency term, the 	1 order of the spectrum parts using
MEFTP is totally separated compared with that using conven-
tional FTP. By the inverse 2D Fourier transform of the primary
order of the spectrums, as marked by the red rectangle in Figs. 9
(a) and 9(b), we obtain the complex field I inv corresponding to
both methods. Then the height distribution z can be calculated
using Eq. (16) after getting the absolute phase map. By using
the MEFTP method, the spectrum aliasing effect is effectively
alleviated, which considerably benefits the improvement of
measurement accuracy. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) are the error dis-
tributions reconstructed from Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively.
The RMSE of the measurement results is 8.8 μm and 3.4 μm,
respectively. MEFTP improves the accuracy more than two
times compared with the conventional FTP.

In order to test the effectiveness in detail resolving, we mea-
sured two sub-areas of a printed circuit board (PCB).
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the measured areas marked in
red rectangles, which contain both etched pins with solder-
resist ink around them and microstrip lines covered with
solder-resist ink. The thickness of the etched metal on the

Fig. 8. Calibration procedure of the phase-to-height relation.

Fig. 9. Measurement uncertainty comparison using conventional
FTP and MEFTP. (a) and (b) are the spectrums of fringe by using
conventional FTP and proposed FTP methods, respectively;
(c) and (d) are the error distribution reconstructed from (a) and
(b), respectively; (e) and (f ) are the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of the measurement results.
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board is around 35 μm. Figures 10(c) and 10(d) are the fringe
images of the measured areas. The retrieved 3D models are pre-
sented in Figs. 10(e) and 10(f ), respectively, from which we can
clearly observe that the metal pins and the solder-resist ink are
separated except for the areas connecting the pins and the mi-
crostrip lines. The microstrip lines in Fig. 10(e) are not recog-
nized clearly because the lines are covered with the ink, and
thus the height difference becomes almost inconspicuous.

Due to the synchronization of the high-speed projector and
camera, the proposed dual-pattern-based MEFTP is very suited
for dynamic 3D measurement. Compared with the commonly
used phase-shifting method that uses at least three images to get
the phase map wrapped in �−π; π�, MEFTP FTP only uses two
images and meanwhile recovers the absolute phase map.
Besides, the MEFTP method is not as sensitive to motion
as the phase-shifting method. To demonstrate the advantage
of MEFTP, we conducted dynamic 3D measurement of a vi-
brating diaphragm using both the phase-shifting method and
MEFTP, respectively. Figure 11(a) shows the measured area of
the diaphragm. Figure 11(b) is the vibrating curve of the dia-
phragm that was detected by MEFTP. The density of the pro-
jected fringe pattern for both methods is the same to guarantee
a fair comparison.

On the vibrating curve, a green and a red point are labeled to
represent two moments. The green point means the diaphragm
is at its lowest position, thus the instant speed is the slowest.
The red point means the diaphragm is moving towards its high-
est position, thus the instant speed is the fastest. The recon-
structed 3D models of the vibrating diaphragm at the two

moments are presented in Fig. 12. Figures 12(a) and 12(b)
are the 3D models in the red point using the phase-shifting
algorithm and MEFTP, respectively. When the diaphragm
passes through the red position, the ripples as shown in
Fig. 12(a) are severe because the phase-shifting algorithm is
very sensitive to motion, while the result using MEFTP as
shown in Fig. 12(b) is much better. Figures 12(c) and 12(d)
are the 3D models in the green point using the phase-shifting
algorithm and MEFTP, respectively. When the diaphragm
moves slower at the green point, the ripples as shown in
Fig. 12(c) are significantly decreased because the phase-shifting
algorithm performs well when measuring static scenes but is

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Information of the vibrating diaphragm. (a) The measured
area of the diaphragm; (b) the vibrating curve of the diaphragm.

Fig. 10. Measurement result of the structures on a PCB. (a) and
(b) show the measured areas of interest marked in red rectangles;
(c) and (d) are the measured areas containing both metal pads with
the solder-resist oil around them and some wires covered with
solder-resist oil; (e) and (f ) are the retrieved height distribution of
(c) and (d), respectively.

Fig. 12. Reconstructed 3D results of the vibrating diaphragm.
(a) and (b) are 3D models corresponding to the red moment using
the phase-shifting method and our proposed method, respectively;
(c) and (d) are the 3D models in the green moment using the
phase-shifting method and our proposed method, respectively; (e)–
(h) are the cross sections corresponding to each 3D model in the left
column. See Visualization 1 for more details.
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still worse than the result in Fig. 12(d) using MEFTP because
the diaphragm is still moving even though the speed is relatively
slow. To help observe the details of the reconstructed surface,
the cross section of each 3D result is given in the right column
as shown in Figs. 12(e)–12(h). More details in Fig. 12 about
the 3D results over time can be found in the relevant video
[Visualization 1].

6. DISCUSSION

In the MEFTP technique, every two captured images as shown
in Figs. 5(a)–5(b) generate one 3D result so that the temporal
resolution depends on the time used to record two successive
images. The frame speed of the projector and camera in our
system is 400 frames per second, and thus 3D measurement
of dynamic scenes can be realized at the speed of 200 frames
per second. Although it is faster by using conventional FTP, in
which only one fringe image is involved, our proposed MEFTP
can provide an absolutely unwrapped phase map with higher
fringe quality. Compared with the π-shift FTP, our method
is not so sensitive to motion because the phase information
is encoded within only one image. It should be noted that
the camera and projector used in our system are both low cost,
which means the performance of the technique still can be
improved by using a faster digital camera and projectors.

The spatial resolution of the 3D results can be divided into
lateral resolution and vertical resolution. The lateral resolution
depends on the pixel pitch of the camera sensor and the whole
optical magnification of the lenses. The pixel size of the used
camera is 4.8 μm, and the optical magnification is around 0.5×.
Thus, the lateral spatial resolution is 9.6 μm. The measurement
uncertainty only comes in the depth resolution. In MEFTP, by
extending the modified FTP with embedded markers, we can
make the spectrum separation much easier; thus, the resolution
mainly depends on the fringe density. Unlike the fringe images
recorded from interferometry, the fringe image obtained from
FPP has a relatively lower carrier frequency. To alleviate the side
effect of the random noise, we can enlarge the whole calibrated
phase range by using denser fringe. However, the fringe cannot
be as dense as we want because the patterns are loaded on the
DMD chip with the pixels in discrete status. Besides, too dense
fringe would easily get blurred even with slight defocus.
Therefore, the choice of fringe density should also be carefully
treated.

Dynamic application, which is of great importance when
analyzing the behavior of micro-scale products, is the most im-
portant advance of our proposed technique. In most cases, our
system can provide a volume of 6 mm × 4 mm in lateral and
4 mm in depth for 3D measurement of the dynamic scenes.
However, the technique still has its limitations. For some sam-
ples with steep structure, the fringe could be deformed heavily;
thus, the	1 primary spectrums could get mixed and then can-
not be totally divided for further processing. Also, in order to
assure effective marker detection when applying the MEFTP
technique, one should make both markers located in a simply
connected region as far as possible because the spatial phase
unwrapping would fail to get a continuous phase map where
a field of view contains discontinuous or isolated objects.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a MEFTP method by embedding
two specially designed markers into a fringe pattern and a flat
pattern to realize dynamic profilometry of micro-surfaces. As
the basic instrument of the system, the stereomicroscope has
an adjustable field of view, thus the projected fringe pattern
can converge into a suited field to match the target size. In this
way, we can obtain images with very dense fringe, which is
better for phase retrieval using 2D Fourier transform because
the wanted primary spectrum part can be more easily separated
from the spectrum domain.

To avoid unsuccessful 3D reconstruction caused by the
wrong detection of the marker, we propose a two-marker
scheme by embedding two specially designed markers with op-
posite intensity distributions in the flat pattern, which provides
a double proofed relative fringe order for the absolute phase
map compensation. Besides, the temporal phase difference in-
formation is also introduced by comparing the average phase
value between two neighboring frames, which is based the syn-
chronization of the high-speed projector and camera. The ex-
perimental results reveal that our method effectively alleviates
the spectrum aliasing effect caused by the background term.
Compared with phase-shifting FPP, our system can successfully
realize microscopic 3D dynamic measurement with much
fewer motion-caused errors.

The projection speed reaches 400 frames per second, which
greatly facilitates the dynamic 3D measurement. Only two pat-
terns are needed to acquire the absolute phase map; thus the
measurement errors caused by the motion can be effectively
decreased. The proposed technique provides a solution for
those who need to observe or inspect fast surface changes over
time. Also, this technique also can be applied in industrial
application, such as real-time quality control and online
inspection, etc.
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